Directions to Sin Yong Elementary School

1. From Cheonan bus terminal
   Take bus no.2 or no.13 (Every 11-15 minutes) and get off at "Sung Ji Sae Mal apartment" bus stop. Walk 2-3 minutes until you get Sin Yong elementary school.

2. From Cheonan train station
   Take subway bound for 'On Yang Oncheon or Sin Chang' from Cheonan subway station. Get off at 'Ssang Yong station' 1st exit. It takes 15 minutes on foot (1.3 km)

3. From Cheonan-Asan KTX station
   Take subway bound for 'Seoul or Yong San' from Cheonan-Asan subway station. Get off at 'Ssang Yong station' 1st exit. It takes 15 minutes on foot (1.3 km)
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